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ABSTRACT

Models of multi-RAID storage systems, imple-

mented on modern zoned disks, are simplified by

using an approximation for the seek distance that as-

sumes that the number of sectors per track varies lin-

early with the cylinder number. Results obtained in

this way have matched well against simulation, but

the relationship of the number of sectors per track

against cylinder number has turned out to be reark-

ably linear for the specific RAID systems modelled

so far. This will not always be the case, necessar-

ily, and in this paper, we go a step further, calculat-

ing exactly the seek distance moments, then those of

the seek time on zoned disks for specific manufac-

turer’s specifications. This is to ensure the highest

accuracy possible for our model, especially for the

non-sequential request streams. The results show

good accuracy, even in highly non-linear systems,

and indicates a threshold for the model parameters at

which the linear approximation becomes unaccept-

able.
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1 Introduction

A continual, heavy and increasing pressure persists

on storage systems, necessitating accurate models

of their operation, capable of analysing and predict-

ing the performance and quality of service (QoS)

these systems can deliver. To fulfill these require-

ments, models should provide detailed abstractions

of a wide range of possible real system architec-

tures. Many storage system models do exist and we

can split them into three broad categories: the first

focuses on calculating the service time for a given

RAID configuration and a specific type of work-

load [10]; the second – widely investigated – con-

cerns the analysis of the performance of a given

RAID configuration in a specific working mode [2,

3, 16, 17, 18, 11, 1, 13]; and the third category stud-

ies the effect of caching and controller optimizations

on a disk array’s performance [15, 14]. Regardless

of the main goal of a study among these categories,

the objective is always one and only one RAID con-

figuration per disk array. We proposed previously,

in [28], a Multi-RAID model which is – as far as we

know – the only one that models a RAID storage sys-

tem with multiple, coexisting RAID organisations,

using modern zoned disks. In that model, the prob-

ability distribution of the seek distance is consid-

ered to be a continuous random variable, assuming

that the number of sectors per track varies linearly

with the cylinder number. In this paper, we calcu-

late exactly the seek distance moments to provide

the highest accuracy for our model, which would be-

come applicable to arbitrary zoned disks, possibly

with a highly non-linear relationship between num-

ber of sectors and cylinder sequence number.

In the rest of the paper, section 2 considers the

technology issues in the design of RAIDs of zoned

disks as well as the details of our analytical model.

Section 3 describes the calculation of the moments

of the seek distance and their impact on our zoned

Multi-RAID model. Results are presented and dis-

cussed in section 4, and the paper concludes in sec-

tion 5 with a summary and some future related re-

search objectives.

2 Technological and modeling context

A RAID storage system consists of a disk sys-

tem manager and a collection (array) of indepen-

dent disks. The disk system manager is a soft-

ware component of the RAID controller. It is re-

sponsible for the logical to physical mapping of re-

quests according to the prevailing RAID organisa-

tion scheme [4, 5].

We proposed a dynamic Multi-RAID architec-
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Figure 1: Requests flow in a RAID storage system

ture, on which various RAID organisation schemes

coexist, with a dynamic selection of a redundancy

pattern during the data lifetime, in order to pro-

vide enhanced space use and access time, [26] .

Related requests’ independent executions on such

asynchronous disks lead to Fork-Join-type model-

ing problems. We modelled this architecture, us-

ing a collection of M/G/1 queues with various ex-

tensions to account for the parallel disk (physical)

accesses corresponding to a logical request [27, 8].

The response time of each physical request, to an

individual disk, is composed of four components:

the queueing time (Q), the seek time (S), the rota-

tional latency (R) and the transfer time, which it-

self is divided into two components, t and Tbus, cor-

responding to the transfer time between the disk’s

cylinder and its buffer, and between this buffer and

the controller via the bus, respectively. We first con-

sidered uniform disks1 to validate our model [9] and

extended our initial model to modern zoned disks us-

ing more accurate access time functions [28].

On zoned disks (see figure 2), the number of sec-

tors per cylinder is variable. Consecutive cylinders

are collected into groups, called zones, such that

within each zone, the track capacity (number of sec-

tors) and the transfer rate are fixed. However, these

two parameters decrease from the outer to the in-

ner zones. These disks have become very popular

due to their greater storage capacitiy and transfer

rate. Their average rotational latency is constant but

the variable seek and transfer times necessitate more

complex calculations in terms of the assumed sta-

tistical workload and disk operation principles in a

storage model [20, 21].

The model we presented in [28] deals with an as-

sumed linear relationship between the number of

sectors per track and the cylinder number. This gives

a good approximation to the seek distance distribu-

tion on such modern zoned disks in the context of a

Multi-RAID system. As far as we know, there is no

analytical model for a non-linear seek distance dis-

1Sectors are uniformly distributed across the tracks and all the

tracks have the same number of sectors.

Same sectors number in every track of the same zone

Sector

Zone

Outer zone

Inner zone

Figure 2: Zoned disk technology

tribution on zoned disks. We approximated it using a

linear function in [28], rather than by using interpo-

lation, as in [24], or using parameters based solely

on preliminary simulations, as in [19]. An approxi-

mation for seek time in terms of seek distance is pro-

posed in [7]: proportional to the square root of seek

distance, when below some threshold value, other-

wise linear in the seek distance. A Chernoff bound

on the transfer time of a ‘sweep’ of N requests is

found, assuming equidistant seek positions, giving a

constant total seek time for the sweep. Further, this

model assumes that all zones have the same number

of tracks and that the track capacity increases lin-

early, which is much more restrictive than our ap-

proximation in [28]. Here, we calculate the mo-

ments of seek distance exactly, for uniform address

accesses, and hence of seek time, allowing highly

non-linear regimes to be investigated. A glossary of

the notation used is provided by Table 1.

3 The non-linear seek distance

Seek time is one of the main components of a

disk’s access time. The morphology of a zoned disk

improves its performance but makes its modelling

much more complicated because of having to deal

with a non-constant (here, not even linear) seek dis-

tance between the read/write head’s current position

and its target one in any disk access. We assume

that the incoming logical requests’ addresses are in-

dependent random variables, uniformly distributed

over the disk-address space. This does not mean

that the accesses are uniformly distributed over the

disk’s physical space, of course – the access distribu-

tion over the physical space follows its density, i.e.

higher on the outer zone and decreasing towards the



Param. Description

N Number of disks in the storage system.

C Number of cylinders on a disk.

SEC Number of sectors on the disk.

Nz Number of zones in the disk.

SECc Number of sectors on cylinder c.

spb Number of sectors per block.

B Logical request size (transfer block).

Ki The number of blocks generated by a

logical request at disk i
Di Seek distance on a disk i.
Si Seek time on a disk i.

buffer and its cylinder.

λ Logical request arrival rate to

the storage system.

pi Probability that disk i is used.

λi Physical request arrival rate to disk i.
λRj Physical request arrival rate to

the RAIDj area.

λiRj Physical request arrival rate to a

RAIDj area on disk i.
Praidj

RAIDj area’s proportion in the

whole storage system space.

pw Probability that a request is a write.

pr Probability that a request is a read.

ps Probability of a sequential access.

zi The probability to access a sector

in zone i.
Ci The first cylinder’s number of zone i.
di The number of cylinders in zone i.

Table 1: Notation for the RAID model’s parameters

inner zone. Since the number of cylinders C is large,

the seek distance D can be well approximated by a

continuous random variable. On Uniform disks, the

seek distance density function is [9]:

fD(x) = psδ(x) + (1 − ps)
2(C − x)

(C − 1)2

for 0 ≤ x ≤ C − 1, where ps is the probability that

consecutive accesses are sequential, i.e. on the same

track, requiring no seek for the second access.

The term
2(C−x)
(C−1)2 is the probability density func-

tion of the difference between two uniform random

variables on [0, C − 1], and δ(x) is the Dirac delta-

function (unit impulse). Turning now to zoned disks,

assuming that the number of sectors (and hence

blocks) per track varies linearly with the cylinder

number, the density function of D can be shown to

be [28]:

fD(x) = A + Gx + Ex3 (0 ≤ x ≤ C − 1)

Thus, the nth moment of the seek distance D can be

calculated as:

Mn = (C−1)n+1[
A

n + 1
+

G(C − 1)

n + 2
+

E(C − 1)3

n + 4
]

where

A =
V (C − 1)

3γ2

G = −
V + β2(C − 1)2

3γ2

E =
β2

3γ2

V = 6α2 + 6αβ(C − 1) + 2β2(C − 1)2

γ = α(C − 1) + β(C − 1)2/2

α = SECC−1/spb,

β = (SEC0 − SECC−1)/(spb(C − 1))

We implemented this linear approximation and the

obtained results showed good agreements when ap-

plied to a real disk device : Fujitsu-MAN3397

disk [6], as we can see in figure 3. This figure plots

the exact number of sectors per track (as specified in

the disk’s technical data) against cylinder sequence

number (with the higher numbered, inner cylinders

on the left) over the whole disk. This graph is com-

pared with the model’s linearised version in the same

figure, showing close agreement. However, we can-

not rely on such an approximate linear relationship

holding good on all zoned disks (see section 4). The

reason is that on such disks, the streaming bandwith

varies by over 50% from one part of the disk to an-

other [22], showing clear non-linearity.

Very few applications writers exploit this non lin-

earity, however, specifying explicitly the data place-

ment so that the behaviour of an application can be

predicted [23, 25]. Most programmers completely

ignore the data placement that their applications will

use. Models of such applications that employ (ap-

proximately) linearized seek time distributions do

not, therefore, represent real system behaviour faith-

fully, and so predict performance poorly. This mo-

tivated our exact seek distance calculation, using

real zoned disks’ published hardware characteristics.

This results in seek time moments being estimated

by the formulae given in the proposition below:

Proposition 1 Consider a disk with Nz zones, num-
bered 0, 1, . . . , Nz − 1 and C cylinders, counting
from the outside of the disk. Let the first cylinder in
zone i be numbered Ci, so that the number of cylin-
ders in zone i is di = Ci+1 − Ci. Then the nth mo-
ment Mn of seek distance, assuming uniform access
to sectors over the whole disk, is

Mn =
2

(n + 1)(n + 2)

Nz−1
∑

0≤j<i

zizj

(di − 1)(dj − 1)
×



[(Ci − Cj+1 + 1)n+2 + (Ci+1 − Cj − 1)n+2

− (Ci − Cj)
n+2 − (Ci+1 − Cj+1)

n+2]

+
2

(n + 1)(n + 2)

Nz−1
∑

i=0

z
2
i (di − 1)n

where zi = di×SECi

SEC is the probability of a single

request accessing a sector in zone i.

Proof Let the random variable D denote the seek
distance for an access on the disk, assuming that all
accesses are uniformly distributed over the sectors.
Then, the probability that a given access is to a sector
in zone i is zi, as defined. Hence we have:

Mn = E[Dn]

= E[E[Dn | seek between cylinders i and j, i ≥ j]]

=
∑

j<i

zizj

(di − 1)(dj − 1)
×

∫ di−1

x=0

∫ dj−1

y=0

(Ci − Cj + x − y)ndxdy

+

Nz−1
∑

i=0

z2
i

(di − 1)2

∫ di−1

x=0

∫ di−1

y=0

|x − y|ndxdy

=
2

(n + 1)(n + 2)

Nz−1
∑

0≤j<i

zizj

(di − 1)(dj − 1)
×

[(Ci − Cj+1 + 1)n+2 + (Ci+1 − Cj − 1)n+2

− (Ci − Cj)
n+2 − (Ci+1 − Cj+1)

n+2]

+ 2

Nz−1
∑

i=0

z2
i

(di − 1)2

∫ di−1

x=0

∫ x

y=0

(x − y)ndxdy

The result follows on evaluating the integral. ♦

The seek time is calculated according to the
widely accepted formula of Lee [12] :

Si(D) =

{

0 if Di = 0
a
√

Di + b(Di − 1) + c otherwise

where a, b, c are hardware-related constants :

a = (−10 × MinSeek + 15 × AvgSeek

−5 × MaxSeek)/(3 ×
√

C)

b = (7 × MinSeek − 15 × AvgSeek

+8 × MaxSeek)/(3 × C)

c = MinSeek

and the three first moments required for the response

time moment calculation on the Multi-RAID system

are, as in [28]:

S = (c − b) + aM1/2 + bM1

S = (c − b)2 + 2a(c − b)M1/2

+[a2 + 2b(c − b)]M1 + 2abM3/2 + b2M2

S = (c − b)3 + a(c − b)2M1/2

+3(c − b)[a2 + b(c − b)]M1

+[a3 + 6ab(c − b)]M3/2

+3[a2b + b2(c − b)]M2 + 3ab2M5/2 + b3M3

4 Results and discussion

We calculated and compared the first three moments

of the seek time using the linear seek distance

approximation [28], the non-linear seek distance

calculation of proposition 1 and real system simula-

tion using our Multi-RAID system simulator. The

system modelled was composed of 16 disks with

200,000 simulated small logical requests arriving at

different rates from 10req/s to 1000req/s. For our

experiments, two kinds of zoned disks were used: a

fujitsu-MAN3367 and a fictitious one with a highly

non-linear relationship between sectors per track

and cylinder number – see the characteristics in

table 2.

It is not unusual to use a fictituous component to

validate an extreme case. For example, [22] used

a hypothetical fast disk, called Uberdisk, the pa-

rameters of which were scaled from contemporary

disks, to approximate the performance of a MEM-

store. Here, we use a fictitious disk as well, param-

eterized in terms of capacity (total number of Giga-

bytes and number of sectors), performance (rotation

time and minimum/average/maximum seek times)

and morphology (numbers of data heads and cylin-

ders). These were scaled from a real disk (Fujitsu-

MAN3367), apart from a reduced number of zones,

to yield a significantly non-linear distribution of seek

distance. This is to show the accuracy of the approx-

imation as well as the value of the exact calculation

for disks with a non-linear morphology. Figures 3

and 4 show that the number of zones changes from

18, on the Fujitsu disk, to 4, on the fictitious disk, but

that the distribution of storage density changes dras-

tically from linear to clearly non-linear, as intended.

The three first seek moments using the Fujitsu-

MAN3367 disk in table 3 highlight the accuracy

of the linear approximation for this kind of device.

In fact, on such devices with a certain linearity of

the recorded density distribution, the distribution of

sectors across the zones shows consequently a cer-

tain linearity which makes the linear approximation

and the non linear ‘exact’ calculation close to each

other, matching very well with the simulation re-

sults. However, we notice the small advantage of

the latter, nonlinear calculation.



Param. value value

Fuj-MAN3367 Fictif

capacity 36,74 GB 36,74 GB

Sectors 18, 37× 107 18, 37× 107

Rotation 10000 rpm 10000 rpm

Cylinders 29950 29950

Min Seek 0,4 - 0,6 ms 0,4 - 0,6 ms

Avg Seek 4,5 - 5 ms 4,5 - 5 ms

Max Seek 11 - 12 ms 11 - 12 ms

Data Heads 4 4

Zones nbr 18 4

Table 2: Fujitsu-MAN3367 Vs Fictitious disks char-

acteristics
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Figure 4: Sectors per track (Fictitious disk)

This linear distribution of sectors across the zones

is not always respected, however. Even when it is,

the seek time does not depend solely on the seek dis-

tance but also on the start position (or end position)

of a seek. This is more important when these two

positions belong to different zones, which is gener-

ally the case for non-sequential accesses. For such

an access profile, using an approximation for the

seek time calculation introduces a delay, accumu-

Model approx. Model calc. Simul.

linear Di Non linear Di

S 4.7 4.72 4.73

S 28.54 28.56 28.61

S 200.35 199.98 199.21

Table 3: Seek time moments comparison (Fujitsu-

MAN3367

lating along the request stream and so generating a

larger discrepancy against the real system. Even if

we can consider the seek time approximation accu-

rate enough for sequential access, we certainly can-

not consider it thus for non-sequential access, due

to the cumulative delays introduced in a sequence of

accesses. The more these non-sequential accesses

appear, the more significant is the re-positioning de-

lay and the less accurate is the seek time approxima-

tion.

Hence, the linear approximation cannot always

give accurate results regardless of the device’s mor-

phology. Consequently, we used the fictitious disk,

with the same space storage capacity and perfor-

mance characteristics, but with a non linear distribu-

tion of sectors on zones to calculate the superiority

of the non-linear seek distance calculation against its

linear counterpart, with the Multi-RAID system sim-

ulation as a reference. The results obtained in table 4

confirm this superiority.

Model approx. Model calc. Simul.

(linear Di) (Non linear Di)

S 4.47 4.41 4.36

S 26.00 24.90 24.56

S 176.26 163.85 161.35

Table 4: Seek time moments comparison (Fictitious

disk)

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have compared our previously pub-

lished model for the moments of seek distance in

RAID models, which approximated the number of

sectors on a track as a linear function of the track’s

sequence number, against an exact, explicit calcula-

tion. We showed that the proposed approximation is



still accurate for devices showing a certain degree of

linearity in the density of storage over zones. How-

ever, the results obtained show the clear superiority

of the non-linear moments calculation, regardless of

the disk morphology. Using this result, we can guar-

antee almost perfect accuracy in the seek time cal-

culation for uniform disk block accesses, which is

a major component of the I/O response time, espe-

cially for non-sequential request streams.

We thereby constructed an accurate disk array model

and in the near future, we expect to extend it to ac-

count for the operation of the bus that connects disks

to the controller, which is subject to congestion and

a consequent bus-queue, introducing further delay at

high request arrival rates.
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